
WORLD GIN DAY WITH GIN JOURNEYS

Gin Journeys is a collection created for 

the optimum Gin experience. Steeped in 

history with inspiration being drawn from 

Waterford’s heritage to gin, dating back to 

the Victorian era. Waterford’s striking range 

of gin glasses have been designed with 

tasting experts, the two new shapes help 

enrich the aromas and infuse the flavors of the 

botanicals.

The Gin Balloon glasses are rounded with a 

short stem, perfect for gins with a high alcohol 

content, due to their bowl-like shape trapping 

the aromas inside the glass and allowing the 

spirit more room to breathe. The Gin Hiball 

glasses are tall, designed to fully savor low 

alcohol gin. Both shapes allow enough space 

for garnishes and ice for the perfect gin 

cocktail or iced beverage.

Capturing Waterford’s rich Irish heritage and 

the trend in craft gins and sophisticated gin 

cocktails, this set blends old and new creating 

a fresh appreciation of this classic spirit. 

Presented in a sleek ‘Gin Journeys’ gift box 

this makes an ideal gift.

Jean Vital,Cocktail Bar Consultant, Mixologist and Chef has developed distinct 

gin cocktails for you to enjoy using the Gin Journeys barware collection: 

The Red Snapper, Blackberry HiBall and Gin Amaro and Tonic.   

With More than 12-years of experience as French Cuisine chef in some of the most prestigious 

establishments; his passion for food and authentic flavours brought him to the fascinating 

world of mixology, working the past 5 years in some of the trendiest venues across London. 

For Jean, being a Bar Consultant is actually not all about drinks and cocktails; it is also 

about giving a direction and high standards to every new project, to rise the level higher 

every time to improve the guest experience. You can follow Jean’s cocktail page on 

Instagram @Cocktail_Circus, recently ranked in one of the 10 best cocktail pages, 

for inspiration and ideas on serving the perfect drink. 


